
Graduate Roles 2021 

Roles available at our exciting enterprise Cloud consultancy working with large customers across the 

UK from our office in Swansea, enabling their transformation using public cloud, data and AI services.  

Full Stack Developer 

 

Working within and across the sprint team you will develop and deliver high quality and robust 

software using your Django/React or similar development experience and have a strong desire to use 

cloud native technologies and serverless approaches across AWS, Azure, GCP and Kubernetes. You 

will develop front end architecture, ensuring responsiveness of applications, and developing back-end 

applications. This is an excellent opportunity open to anyone with a passion for learning and an 

interest in further progressing their Full Stack development skills. 

Agile Delivery Manager 

 

We are looking for someone keen to progress in a career in Agile IT Project Management working 

with large customers across the UK, enabling their transformation using public cloud, data and AI 

services, providing the opportunity to develop your experience and accelerate your career in an Agile 

Delivery manager. 

DevOps Engineer 

Deploy, manage, and operate scalable, highly available, and fault-tolerant systems on AWS and 

Azure (public cloud). Migrate on-premises workloads to cloud. Implement and manage continuous 

delivery systems and methodologies on cloud. Design, manage, and maintain tools to automate 

operational processes. Define and deploy monitoring, metrics, and logging systems. Work within 

Sprint teams and alone on critical cloud projects. 

Service Designer 

Undertaking full business analysis activities for designated projects/customers, working collaboratively 

with project managers, customer stakeholders’ representatives, end-users and technical teams. 

Aligned to GDS framework best practice, you will establish and follow agreed analysis processes, 

methodology and standards ensuring the delivery of an efficient and effective business analysis 

function for our customers. 

Data Engineer 

You will work collaboratively with a team of product managers, data analysts, architects, engineers, 

governance specialists and operation experts to deliver high quality data outcomes. You will do this 

via modern data sourcing, integration and modelling techniques, working as part of a small tight knit 

team. Design well-structured tables that are structured for wide-spread use (i.e. using Kiball 

Modelling). Automate tasks and deploy production standard code. Understand complex requirements 

and break down into actionable chunks of work. 

 

 

Send a CV and Covering Letter to careers@mobilise.cloud 
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